Payments, Vendor

Posting vendor payments is a two-step process.  First, the vendor payment is entered and second, the payment is applied to invoiced orders.  Invoice, order, and vendor payment information can be posted at the same time.  The sum of the anticipated commission (invoice amount times commission rate) is shown at the bottom right of the Vendor form when the <Orders> tab has been selected. The amount shown may change if filters are applied to the sub form. 

To enter a vendor payment:
1) Enter the agency password if it has not already been entered
2) Click the <Payments> tab on the Vendor form and then click the <New record> button (>*) or use the last blank record at the end of the list with a star on the record handle.  
3) Enter the vendor's payment (check) number, payment amount, and validate the date that the payment was received.  An optional note may be added e.g. ‘
June Invoices’. 

To apply a payment:
A payment can be applied to orders individually or, if the payment amount is greater than or equal to the anticipated commission amount, the payment can be applied to a batch of orders.  Both methods begin by selecting the <Orders> tab on the Vendor form to access the Vendor Orders List sub form.  .

Tip:  If invoice information has already been posted, place a dot in the <Post Payments> option button just above the Vendor Orders List sub form to filter out previously paid orders and orders without invoice information.  An invoice date range filter can be added to this filter by entering begin and end dates in the <From> and <To> controls to the left of this subform.

Applying a payment to orders individually:
1) Enter the agency password if it has not already been entered and select the <Orders> tab on the Vendor form.
2) If you would like to be prompted when the commission paid versus that anticipated is greater than a percentage you are willing to tolerate, change the Variance% control to the appropriate percentage.  If prompted, the order status can optionally be set to “Disputed” for later reconciliation.  You will not be prompted if the percentage variance is set to zero.

3) Choose a field from the Sort By control based on what information you will use to locate the orders.  The Sort By control is just above and to the left of the <
Orders> tab. Select ‘Invoice Number’ if this information is available or select ‘PO number’ and press the tab key to move to the Locate control.  Without either of these two pieces of information, it is more difficult to locate an order/invoice for payment application.

4) Enter or select a value from the Locate Value control.  Focus will be moved to the first order that matches the value you selected.  If a payment has recently been entered or applied, focus will move to the VPmtNo control on that order.  The VpmtNo will default to the current payment number being applied.  Delete this number from the control if it is incorrect. 
5) Enter the portion of the payment to be applied into the VPmtAmt control. When a portion of the payment is entered, the VpmtNo will default to the last payment entered.  The declining payment balance to be applied to orders and credits is visible in a subform to the lower left of this subform. 

6) After the VpmtAmt is entered, press the enter key on your keyboard, focus will move back to the Locate Value control.

Applying a payment to a group of invoiced orders
1) Prior to applying a vendor payment to a group of open orders and credits, invoice information must be updated.  Invoice number, invoice date, invoice amount, and commission rate are required.  
2) If the payment balance to be applied is greater than or equal to the anticipated amount less $1, the <Apply Payment> button will be enabled.  A $1 margin of variance is used to account for potential rounding errors.   Commission due is based on the invoice amount times the commission rate for orders that have not been previously paid.  For credits, this amount will be negative.

3) Click the <Apply Payment> button to apply the payment balance to the open orders selected.  Orders without an invoice number or orders with a payment already applied, reconciled and closed out, will be ignored.

Tip: Printing a commission statement using the date range selected may be helpful.

If the <Apply Payment> button is not enabled, attempt to spot problem orders and use the methods described above to individually apply and reconcile payment application to those invoices.  The <Apply Payment> button will become enabled when the commission sum of the selected open orders is less than or equal to the balance of the payment to be applied.  Orders that are individually closed out (reconciled) will continue to show within the selected group unless the date range is changed or the <Post Payment> option filter is re-applied.  Orders that have been paid are ignored during the apply payment application process. 

To print a report of orders with a particular payment number applied, use the vendor ‘Commission Statement’ report.  Group the report by ‘Payment#’, select the appropriate payment number in the Value= control, place a check in the VPaid check box, and preview/print the report. 

CAUTION: Before a vendor payment is deleted, any references to that payment on any orders must be removed.  Payment removal may adversely affect rep commission statement balances if those payment amounts are not removed in conjunction with the vendor payment removal.  If you attempt to delete a vendor payment from the application, and there are orders with references to that payment, you will be prompted to let the application remove those references so that the payment can be deleted.  If those orders also have rep payment references, you will be prompted to edit the related orders references and retry.  A filter will be placed on the Vendor Orders subform for you to review and edit the orders with rep payments.

Applying Multiple Payments

On occasion, a vendor may make more than one commission payment for an invoice or make a correction to a previously applied payment. To reduce the costs of managing payments in infinite detail, only one vendor and one rep payment number are stored for each BrokerForce order/invoice.

To account for this limitation, if more than one vendor payment needs to be applied to an order:

1) The note for the latter payment should be amended accordingly e.g. "Nov invoices, Oct disputed adjustments"
2) On the order that will have more than one payment applied, set the vendor payment amount (VAmt) for that order to be equal to the sum of the payments to be applied to the order.
3) Do not change the original vendor payment number that was applied to the order
4) Amend the order's note section regarding the adjustments e.g. "$27 of VPmtNo 999 was also applied mm/dd/yy." 
5) If you later view the vendor's payments, the first payment may appear to be "over-applied" and latter payments will appear to be "under-applied", however the combined applied payment amounts will balance as shown on the Vendor Payment Balances report.
6) If a rep payment has already been applied based on the earlier payment prior to the adjustment, this will be reflected at the bottom of the rep's commission statement as an adjustment and is balanced against unapplied payments.  This too will show at the bottom of the rep's commission statement and Rep Payment Balances report.

Invoices, Posting

Although invoice information can be posted on the Order form, it is generally quicker to post this information using the Vendor form where the process is validated for variances and the back order process is automated.  BrokerForce uses a declining balance backorder method so that only one invoice is posted to an order versus posting multiple invoices to one order.  The original purchase order is retained as a sum of the order and backorders that reference the same PO#.  This is why entering a PO# for each order is particularly important for vendors that ship backorders.

To post an invoice:

1) Click the <Orders> tab on the Vendor form and place a dot in the Post <Invoices> option just above, and to the right of the <Orders> tab.  Previously invoiced orders will be filtered-out  so that only orders without an invoice number are shown.
2) From the <Sort By> drop list, select ‘PO Number’ or the next best field to sort the orders by to locate the order that the invoice will be applied to. Press the tab key on your keyboard to move to the <Locate Value> control.

3) Enter the PO Number or a value for the field that you have sorted the subform by and press the tab key.  Focus will move to that order.  You will be prompted to remove the filter if the order can’t be found.  The order will not be found if an invoice has already been posted to the order or the order hasn’t been previously entered.
4) After the order is located, enter the invoice date, invoice number, and after entering the invoice amount, press the <Enter> key on your keyboard.

5) If the vendor accepts backorders and the invoice amount varies by more than the percentage variance that you have set, you will be prompted accordingly. 
   A) Orders with line item details - When prompted to edit shipped quantities on the order form, click <Yes>.  Focus will move to the order form and that order will be selected.  After posting the ship quantities, click the <Fill Backorder> button to create the back order.
   B) Orders without details – Click <Yes> if you would like a backorder to be automatically created. 

Commission Statement (Report)

Report for reconciling anticipated commissions and sales analysis.  Selected from the Vendor or Representative forms’ Reports List.  The representative’s commission statement shows the rep’s commissions split of vendor payments made to the agency.

Sending a commission statement to a vendor can expedite payment or help to resolve a disputed amount.  This report can also be used as an effective sales analysis tool based on report grouping, filtering, and sorting.  If for example, all the orders placed at a fall show are entered with an order type of 'Fall Show', the report can be grouped by Order Type; then, select 'Fall Show' as the filter to see a listing of orders placed at the show.  Previously paid orders are excluded from the statement unless the Paid (VPaid or RPaid) check box is checked.

Note: Only orders that have been paid by the vendor are included on the representative's commission statement.

To print a commissions statement:
1) Select Commissions Statement from the Reports List drop list
2) Remove the check mark from the Detail check box if you don't want a line entry for each order.  If you do so, sorting and variances will be ignored.
3) Place a check in the VPaid check box for a vendor statement or the RPaid check box for a representative's statement if you want to include orders that have been previously paid a commission.

4) Change the percentage Variances value if you want to adjust the tolerance for flagging variance that exceed this amount.  Changing this to 0% will disable flagging.  Noting variances and their causes is one of the most valuable managerial decision making tools available.
5) Select which field you would like the report to be grouped by from the Group By drop list.  The default is Customer.
6) If the report is to be filtered to a value in the field you have chosen to group by, select it from the drop list immediately to the right of the Group By control.  Selecting Status or Type can be used to filter the report by values you have entered in these fields like 'Disputed' or 'Fall Show.'

7) Select a field to sort the report by from the Sort By drop list and whether the report should be sorted in ascending or descending order.  Sorting by ship date in descending order (default) will place the oldest orders at the top of the report.
8) Select a date range if you would like to restrict the report to a particular time period.
9) Preview and then print the report.

Adjustments
Changes to payments applied for a vendor, rep payment changes, or the rep’s commission split (share), partial payments, and rounding errors contribute to adjustments.  For example, an adjustment would be apparent when a rep is paid based on an initial, disputed, vendor payment and a later payment is received and added to the first.

  
For orders without a rep payment:
Sum (Vendor Payment x Share%) = Current Share Due

For previously paid orders with a RpmtNo:
Sum (Vendor Payment x Share%) – Rep Payment = Adjustments

Current Share Due + Adjustments = Total Due to Rep

Adjustments may be negative.  If a rep’s commission share% were reduced after the rep’s payment had been posted to the order, a negative adjustment would be apparent.  A rep commission statement for a date range that includes the order and RPaid (Rep Paid) is checked would show a negative balance for the commission due for that order and influence the Current Balance.  If RPaid is not checked the adjustment’s influence may affect the prior balance.  Adjustments are summed and their values are noted as current or prior adjustments at the bottom of the report.


